Standard Rod Center Bracket


Short Description:  This standard closet center support bracket can be used for closet hanging rods and tubing. The Diameter is the Inner diameter of the closet rod bracket, So match it with the same diameter rods.

Use this sturdy, closet rod support bracket to provide extra support to your new or existing projected closet rods & more brass tubing, These twist in closet rod center support will keep your wider clothes rods from sagging and require no tools for installation.

Full Description: What's Included?
- Mounting Brackets Included.

Features:
- This closet rod hardware very versatile and can be used for closet rod support or for decorative use.
- Custom Brass Finishes as per your choices

Product Details:
- Hardware Material: Brass, Chrome, Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Mounting Location: Outside window frame; Ceiling
- Accomodates Closet Rod Diameter:
- If you are using the Center support bracket as End brackets for closet rods. Like in a Lucite, Wood, or Brass Drapery Rod where the rod is extended past the center bracket. You should add the hole for set scew so you can secure the Rod with the Bracket with a small set screw, so that it does not move. Please note we do not provide the set screw.
- The Hole is drilled to accommodate a #8-32 screw.
- The Diameter is the Inner diameter of the bracket, So match it with the same diameter rods. Example, get the 1 1/4" D Bracket and 1 1/4" D Rods. Use this sturdy, metal. center support bracket to provide extra support to your new or existing projected curtain rods, closet rods & more. These twist in center closet rod support brackets will keep your wider curtain rods from sagging and require no tools for installation.

Question and Answers:
Q: What size rod is compatible with this bracket?
A: The Brass brass bracket for closet rod is compatible with a closet rod diameter of 1.5"D, 5/8" D, 3/4" D, 1"D, 1-1/4" D, 1-3/8"D, 1-1/2" D and 2" D.

Q: Can we use this brackets as to for Curtain Rods or Shower Rods?
A: Yes. You can use this brass center brackets for curtain rod Support, closet rod support or shower rods mounting brackets.

Q: Is this available in lacquered or unlacquered finishes?
A: Yes. this brass brackets available in lacquered or unlacquered finishes of polished brass, chrome, oil rubbed bronze or custom match finishes.

Price $25.00
SKU: 30100
MPN: 30100